1. Introduction

Student engagement has seen increased focus since the introduction of emergency online teaching due to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 (Aguilera-Hermida, 2020). Although researchers have been developing techniques for online engagement (Sinfield & Cochrane, 2020), this remains a complex challenge. The student must feel supported, and teachers must provide authentic learning, promote problem-solving and link theory to real-life scenarios (Sugden et al., 2021). Therefore, student engagement cannot rely solely on technology tools but must also include mediation of that learning (Devlin & McKay, 2016).

Engagement is key to student success in higher education, and learning design should aim for behavioural and cognitive engagement (Kahu, 2013). The literature supports the learning value of low-stakes tests (Evans et al., 2021, van Alten et al., 2019) and online low-stakes tests (Van der Kleij et al., 2015). Immediate
dialogic feedback can foster productive student learning (Yang & Carless, 2013) and encourages both behavioural (Thomas, 2012) and cognitive engagement (Laurillard, 2013).

This study assessed whether online low-stakes tests and immediate dialogic feedback developed behavioural engagement (Steen-Utheim & Wittek, 2017, Willis et al., 2021, Yang & Carless, 2013).

2. Literature Review

The research consensus is that engagement can be encouraged with software that facilitates discussion with the teacher and other students (Devlin & McKay, 2016; Williams et al., 2012) and immediate feedback (sugden et al., 2021; Van der Kleij et al., 2015). We, therefore, review the literature on behavioural engagement, low-stakes online tests and immediate dialogic feedback.

Behavioural Engagement

Engagement can be viewed as a “meta” construct that includes an interplay of “behavioural, cognitive, and affective (emotional) dimensions” (Fredricks et al., 2004). Behavioural engagement relates to what the student does actively, and cognitive engagement relates to the student’s investment in intellectual resources (Ryan et al., 2019). Engagement is “strongly associated with high levels of learning and personal development” (Kuh, 2001). It is challenging to engage students, and only some will engage, even with well-designed learning activities (Laurillard, 2013).

Educational technology offers tools for engagement. It can help teacher-student engagement and enable learner-content engagement and peer-to-peer interaction (Bedenlier et al., 2020; Vygotsky & Cole, 1978). These three aspects of engagement should be considered when designing educational technology, including low-stakes online testing.

Low-stakes Online Tests

Low-stakes online tests are online and have a low impact on the student grade. Student learning is improved by frequent practice (Roediger III, 2013) and low-stakes online tests offer an efficient method of frequent practice. In addition, online tests can provide students with unique feedback for each answer and include illustrations and other digital innovations. Software can also help improve the test questions by calculating “difficulty index (DIF), discrimination index (DI), item-total score correlation coefficients (RPB), and Kuder−Richardson 20 (KR-20) reliability index” (Malau-Aduli et al., 2014, p. 512).

Universities have explored quality low-stakes online tests (Forbes, 2018) and found that they may achieve formative feedback and high-order learning outcomes (Finley, 2019) and motivate learning (Wise & DeMars, 2005). Low-stakes online tests must be well-designed to engage students (Nicol, 2007). Low-stakes tests can serve as formative assessments in that the student answers the question and their understanding is moderated, so they can help students know their level of learning and help staff know where students have problems (Shuhidan et al., 2010). Immediate feedback makes this moderation the most effective (Kulik & Kulik, 1988; Van der Kleij et al., 2015). Students are not taking too much of a risk in taking the low-stakes test, and once they are engaged, there is an opportunity for immediate dialogic feedback, which we now explore.

Immediate Dialogic Feedback

Dialogic feedback includes all dialogue to support learning (Askew & Lodge, 2004) and we adopt a definition of “immediate” as being within the lecture period. Dialogic feedback can include automatic dialogic loops (Willis et al., 2021) that can benefit from the use of exemplars (Carless & Chan, 2017), and can be seen as framed in terms of the content, interpersonal negotiation, and the organisation of feedback (Yang & Carless, 2013). Most importantly, dialogic feedback can enhance students’ understanding (Carless et al., 2011) and can overcome limitations of feedback, such as being too late for students to enhance their learning (Higgins et al., 2002). Carless (2012, p. 90) demonstrated the role of trust in dialogic feedback and reports that feedback messages can flourish if we show “empathy, tact and a genuine willingness to listen”.

Dialogic feedback has four dimensions: “emotional and relational support; maintenance of the feedback dialogue; opportunities for students to express themselves; and contribution to individual growth” (Steen-Utheim & Wittek, 2017, p. 18). It is, at its essence, a conversation between the student and the teacher and can provide error correction, exemplars and explanation of responses’ relative consequences and appropriateness (Carless & Chan, 2017).

Feedback improves learning (Carless & Winstone, 2020) and is considered the most critical factor in learning design (Boud & Molloy, 2013; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Feedback frequency is also important (Broadbent et al., 2018): the test should be conducted during the course, and the feedback should include suggestions for improvement (Shute & Kim, 2014).
It should also be noted that feedback is constrained by resources (Broadbent et al., 2018), and a lack of feedback can limit student learning outcomes and even limit student engagement (Maringe & Sing, 2014). Fortunately, learning technologies offer timely feedback and benefit learning outcomes if well-designed (Van der Kleij et al., 2015).

Students prefer immediate feedback and spend far more time reading it than delayed feedback (Kulik & Kulik, 1988; Van der Kleij et al., 2015). Kulik and Kulik found that students prefer immediate feedback for lower-order learning. They also found that immediate feedback improved student learning in tasks with higher cognitive demands.

The literature concludes that dialogic feedback immediately after the low-stakes online tests will encourage engagement. There is little research on the nexus of online low-stakes testing and immediate dialogic feedback, and our study focused on this nexus. The dialogic feedback was expected to be effective because it helps students relate concepts to everyday experiences, relate evidence to conclusions, and connect new ideas to previous knowledge (Ramsden, 2003). The following questions guided this research:

1. Is there a measurable effect of a low-stakes test and immediate dialogic feedback on behavioural engagement?
2. Do students reflect that low-stakes tests and immediate dialogic feedback contributed to their learning?

**Context of the Present Study**

We conducted this research over three subsequent postgraduate Engineering classes at a large (over 50,000 students) research-intensive university in a metropolitan Australian city. The university community includes over 20,000 international students from 130 nations, and 69% of Engineering students are international, many of whom are students with English as an additional language.

The 2020 teaching year started on 2nd March 2020 with face-to-face teaching, which then switched to online learning on 24th March, when the COVID-19 lockdown started and remained online for our entire study period (March 2020 to October 2021).

One change we made at that time was to set up tutorials to suit the different time zones of our students. Half of our students needed to return to, or remain in, their home country because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Another critical contextual issue was changes brought about by the COVID-19 isolation, which had a measurable psychological impact on staff and students (Brooks et al., 2020) and created a concern about whether students were learning well. The teaching team felt empathy for students experiencing financial and emotional strain, and staff communications took on a tone of reassuring and supporting students. It was notable that the messages shifted from an authoritarian tone to an empathetic tone as soon as the COVID-19 pandemic struck. COVID-19 has hugely affected enthusiasm. There has been insufficient security which means teachers and students are unsure of the future, and in many cases, some students face financial and emotional pressure (Brooks et al., 2020).

Our study kept the teaching content and people in the teaching team the same as in previous years. We only changed from face-to-face delivery to delivering lectures and tutorials online. We introduced low-stakes online tests students completed during class and followed these with immediate dialogic feedback. We used Zoom software, and the online test used our LMS software Canvas (Whittier & Daley, 2020) and included four questions each, with a ten-minute time limit. Then there was an intensive discussion between the lecturers and students about the questions. This included industry experts supporting the lecturer and offering professional context for the discussion. We also increased students’ pre-reading and preparation for the lectures using Perusall software (Perusall, 2021), which also played a role in the student preparation for the low-stakes tests. The dialogic feedback took about 30 to 40 minutes after the test and developed a high level of engagement. In previous years in face-to-face classes in the subject, 30% of students were present. However, with this new online format, we normally had 75% of the students in the cohort students present and remain engaged for the one hour online.

This dialogic feedback allowed students to communicate with the teacher to help clarify concepts and co-construct meaning (Steen-Utheim & Wittek, 2017). We did not discuss questions that most students answered correctly, as we assumed most students understood the concept. The teachers would discuss questions where students had trouble, and then students were encouraged to query their scores, which led to further discussion of the low-stakes online tests and the answers (Ingram & Nelson, 2006).

We used dialogic feedback in the classes in this study. The dialogic feedback occurred immediately after the low-stakes online test. We showed the test answers and included four questions and included supporting students. It was notable that the messages shifted from an authoritarian tone to an empathetic tone as soon as the COVID-19 pandemic struck. COVID-19 has hugely affected enthusiasm. There has been insufficient security which means teachers and students are unsure of the future, and in many cases, some students face financial and emotional pressure (Brooks et al., 2020).

Dialogic feedback included conversations between the lecturers and students and student-to-student interaction.
We encouraged debate, which was enabled with the Chat function in the Zoom software, with two tutors helping the professor manage the discussion. Few students spoke, but their preference was to use the chat.

3. Methods

Our general approach to this research design was to use action research (Crawford & Jenkins, 2017; Lewin, 1946) as the study required a focus on our local issues, such that our conclusions could be applied to a broader context. We evaluated the use of low-stakes tests combined with immediate dialogic feedback using analysis of the mean number of “page views” each day per student. We also designed and surveyed one cohort to collect student reflections.

Participants

This research was conducted in three masters by coursework classes in an engineering faculty in 2020 and 2021 (N=361). On average, these student cohorts were 34% female, and 39% international students, and all classes were online. It was the first time these subjects ran online in 2020, and the change was due to COVID-19 restrictions.

Materials

The Learning Management System (LMS) was a source for grades and learning analytics. The page views data were from the LMS. The LMS data included over one thousand records showing the categories of LMS page views (not individual student activity). A “page view” measure is a measure for each different page in the LMS that students opened.

We also used an online survey to measure student perceptions of learning with Cohort A, a class of 55 students.

Procedure

We measured students’ behavioural engagement by evaluating LMS page views in the LMS for the three classes in our study.

We also developed an online student survey to measure student experience with online learning. The questions for that survey arose out of the discussions with teaching peers and were designed to measure student experience with the LMS and online learning. The survey was conducted as an anonymous quiz in the student LMS and had not been pilot tested or based on a previous survey. We invited all 55 students to participate in the survey, and 46 students responded, which meant 84% of the students in the study group filled out the survey. The student names were never collected. The survey includes six two-part questions, which invited students to rate with a 5-point scale and then elaborate their response with a text answer.

<p>| Table 1 Students Participating in the Study |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Reflections recorded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohort A (Semester 1, 2020)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort B (Semester 2, 2020)</td>
<td>246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort C (Semester 1, 2021)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The survey questions were carefully worded, but there was a risk of measurement error due to varying degrees of language fluency. The analysis used descriptive statistics.

We ran the survey late in the teaching semester. Survey results were anonymised by never showing the student names in the file, and there was great care in supporting confidentiality. The lead researcher was involved in teaching the class, so we were careful not to pressure the students. Also, no incentives were offered.

4. Results

This section presents results for low-stakes online tests and immediate dialogic feedback.

Some chat comments said the peer pressure to speak up, and chat comments would sometimes answer questions from other students. Student feedback was a mix of caution about the chaotic “noisy” class, and comments such as “I love the debate and look forward to next week”. Active dialogue rose from about 5% of students in comparable lectures to about 40% in these three cohorts.

Effect of Low-stakes Tests on Behavioural Engagement

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the daily LMS page views per student for the three cohorts (N=361). We noticed approximately a 500% increase in LMS page views for each test, worth 2% of the mark in all three cohorts.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show LMS page views rising 500% on the day of a low-stakes online test worth 2% of the students’ marks. The other peaks in these tables show for the final exam, primary assignment, and the first weeks of the semester, but none reach more than 300% of the underlying trend.

Student Reflections

We collected student reflections from students in Cohort 1 (n=54). All students were asked to complete the survey, and forty-six students replied. There were two questions regarding online learning, with results shown in Figure 5. Our results showed that students were confident learning online and could collaborate with other students.

Students commented on the support from the teachers online and in tutorials. Also, three students commented on the speed of responses from teachers. Three students said they preferred Zoom meetings as they believed they met more often with group members and did not waste their transportation time. Eight students commented that online learning was challenging initially but became more manageable after a few weeks. Fifteen students commented about internet connection problems and difficulties with motivation to study at home. However, one student commented, “these challenges taught me some valuable lessons to study hard and increased my self-confidence.”

Students were asked two questions about their view of low-stakes testing, and the results are shown in Figure 6.

Students felt the low-stakes tests were fair and increased their preparedness for the exam. Student comments were that the teaching staff had supplied detailed feedback during the dialogic feedback after the low-stakes tests.

The two survey questions shown in Figure 7 tested the student relationship with the lecturer, which relates to the dialogic feedback process.

The students perceived the availability of teachers as good. Students felt their teachers were successful in their transition into e-learning, as shown by the student’s
Figure 3: Daily mean LMS page views per student for Cohort 2 (Semester 2, 2020), n=246.

Figure 4: Daily mean LMS page views per student for Cohort 3 (Semester 1, 2021), n=61

Figure 5: Student’s transition to online learning (N=46) (As a percentage of all survey answers)
comment about “the vastness of materials distributed to students throughout the semester.” Students particularly commented on the speed of responses to emails to teachers, which led them to perceive the teachers as “consistent in their efforts to convey relevant information regarding the tests and assignments and commented that their “emails in other subjects received responses more slowly”.

The students reported that they adapted to online technology with minimal issues in the survey. A response from one student highlighted the importance of interaction to keep them accountable in lectures and keep them engaged. We used Zoom Breakout rooms to allow small group discussions.
Three students stated they liked variability in online interaction to encourage participation. Options we used included: Padlet; the annotate function in Zoom (being invited to write on slides); Poll Everywhere; polls within Zoom; calling directly on students; and using chat. The variability in online interaction led to the following student comments: “It’s good because I can participate, but it’s more in the background. I’m not being called on to answer in front of everyone,” and “Mixing things up keeps me on my toes”.

5 Discussion

This study aimed to investigate low-stakes online tests followed by immediate dialogic feedback that affected students’ behavioural engagement and learning. We used two measures. One measure examined students’ behavioural engagement in the LMS, and the other measure analysed student survey responses.

(RQ1) Discussing Whether We Achieved a Measurable Effect on Behavioural Engagement

The measure of behavioural engagement used in this research was the daily average student LMS page views which increased 500% for each low-stakes test and immediate dialogic feedback. This extraordinary focus on student online activity on the days of the low-stakes tests shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4 suggests that although the individual tests were worth only 2% of the marks, they could significantly affect student learning. This phenomenon was consistent across the three cohorts in this research. This increase in behavioural engagement links to student learning (Dawson et al., 2018, p. 19, [12] Sancho-Vinuesa et al., 2013).[30] Our students’ engagement in debating the answers to the tests suggested that the immediate dialogic feedback contributed to student learning and underscored the importance of feedback speed (Miller, 2009).[29]

We built student engagement through regular dialogue about the low-stakes tests. Interestingly, even sending an email offering to help students who did poorly on the tests generated a response from more than 30% of these students each time. In past years, students would ignore those invitations. Each time we invited students to extra tutorials, the 30-40% response rate suggested the students felt safe in taking up the added tutorial.

(RQ2) Do Students Reflect that Low-stakes Tests and Immediate Dialogic Feedback Contributed to Their Learning?

We conclude that low-stakes tests followed by immediate dialogic feedback can effectively engage students and result in student learning. The survey results suggested that the low-stakes tests contributed to student learning and were considered fair. Students were confident with their online learning transition, although they initially found the change troubling. Student reflections in the survey showed evidence that they thought the low-stakes tests contributed to their learning, reinforcing Nicol’s (2007) [30] argument that low-stakes tests can contribute to learning. While the evidence in our results was not conclusive about the role of immediate dialogic feedback, when we consider the strength of the literature supporting dialogic feedback, we are confident of its contribution to learning (Carless & Chan, 2017; Steen-Utheim & Wittek, 2017; Willis et al., 2021; Yang & Carless, 2013).[31]

Further Research and Limitations

Limitations of the research design include testing only three cohorts of postgraduate engineering students. A broader sample of classes would allow us to generalise the results. Further research using design-based research (Reeves, 2015) [33] could also explore ways to achieve higher-order learning with low-stakes online tests and empirically measure the student learning related to the low-stakes tests and immediate dialogic feedback. The four stages of design-based research are: analyse and explore; design; evaluate; develop a matured intervention (McKenney & Reeves, 2018, p. 16).[28] This approach would gradually increase the staff involved and develop a community of practice (Wenger, 2009)[46] to investigate ways of achieving higher-order learning with low-stakes tests and the role of dialogic feedback. Another suggested research focus would be the role of low-stakes tests as gamification of learning.

6 Conclusion

This research posed two research questions to help develop methods for student engagement. The two questions were: “Is there a measurable effect of the low-stakes test and immediate dialogic feedback on behavioural engagement?” and “Do students reflect that low-stakes tests and immediate dialogic feedback contribute to their learning?”

We conclude that a low-stakes test and immediate dialogic feedback had a measurable effect on behavioural engagement, as shown by the high student engagement with the low-stakes tests in Figures 2, 3 and 4. Students responded to a minor assessment task with extensive use of the LMS for 2-3 days, even when the task was worth as
little as 2% of the subject mark. Therefore, the low-stakes test was shown to be of far more value in behavioural engagement than might be expected.

Our second conclusion is that student reflections showed that students believed low-stakes tests contributed to their learning. While we were not able to definitively demonstrate the role of immediate dialogic feedback in learning, the existing literature does strongly support the contribution of dialogic feedback to higher cognitive engagement and therefore improved student learning outcomes (Carless & Chan, 2017; [13] Steen-Utheim & Wittek, 2017; [49] Willis et al., 2021; [49] Yang & Carless, 2013). Future research could use design-based research with a community of practice drawn from the engineering faculty and tertiary teaching and learning experts.

Students might use these findings to understand the role of low-stakes online tests, and the results are valuable to course designers. The authors have started implementing these lessons in other subjects, and we believe this has wide application and is of international significance. Hence, we recommend future research to test our conclusions in different contexts.
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